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States and Migrants1 

[W]hat duties and what rights does a state have 
towards individuals seeking to enter the land 
over which it rules? The initial answer has to 
be that it must deal with them justly: it must 
give them their due. . . . To refuse help to oth-
ers suffering from or threatened by injustice is 
to collaborate with that injustice, and so incur 
part of the responsibility for it.2

When the river is not awake any more,
the cloud above it, voices
of the birds, calls:
We shall not come any more — 

Then I’ll kindle your light,
that I cannot see, my hands
I shall lay over it, close
to the flame, that stayed
upright reddened by so much night
(like the castle that came down
over the slope, in ruins,
like a winged snake
of light through the river, like the hair
of the Jewish child) 
and did not burn me.3

intrOductiOn

Some central instances of twentieth-century European culture, 
I will be suggesting here, may provide resources for rearticulat-
ing several major problems in European societies today. More-
over, they may do so in just such ways as to incorporate, rather 
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than to exclude, the authentically spiritual dimensions of how 
things actually are.4 We begin with some historical and empiri-
cal remarks about one of the central problems confronting the 
newly re-emerging Europe. We then consider several interme-
diate ethical principles that presumably must be part of any 
genuine solution to such a problem.5 
When confronted, however, with the substantial political con-
straints that such philosophical terms and concepts inevitably 
encounter, difficulties with the contents and formulations of 
these perhaps overly general principles appear. Resolving these 
difficulties may benefit from retrieving certain linguistic and 
conceptual resources on hand in elements of twentieth-century 
European literary culture. Many such resources are to be found 
in “the distinctive European high modernist poetry of suffering 
and passage.”6

Future European social policies, if they are to be cognitively 
reliable and politically acceptable, must derive from the funda-
mental historical, ethical, and spiritual values of persons in com-
munity.7 Representing these values, however, to the now more 
than 500 million diverse people living in Europe8 requires draw-
ing on more than exclusively social scientific, juridical, adminis-
trative, and philosophical vocabularies for their proper articula-
tion and adoption. And here, I will be suggesting, may be found 
a novel, fruitful role for some of the historically charged, richly 
figurative, cognitively significant, affectively moving, imaginative-
ly liberating, and spiritually resonant expressions and concepts 
on view in certain masterpieces of twentieth-century European 
culture. Several of these include polyvalent terms9 that may ef-
fectively allow us to rearticulate, not unsatisfactorily, for our own 
times several basic, true, ethical intuitions in sometimes figura-
tive, and not just literal, idioms.

I. Economic Immigrants in the European Union
Consider one question that continues to confront unsuccessful 
attempts to achieve sufficient political consensus about an even-
tually harmonized European social policy.10 Do the basic human 
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rights of immigrants from economically less-developed Euro-
pean Union countries include the freedom to migrate to more 
developed EU countries, where they have far better chances for 
leading lives of greater fundamental well-being?11 To take one 
concrete example, think of some of Romania’s Roma children 
continuing to immigrate to France.12 (Note that the 1989 United 
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child defines “children” 
as, generally, all persons from their ages of birth up to their  
18th birthday but not above.13) For now, however, we need to 
narrow our scope so as to exclude from our considerations not 
only non-European immigrants, but also immigrants from non-
EU countries generally. And we need to put the emphasis on 
awarding persons their due, on justice.14

The diverse phenomena of European immigration are diffi-
cult to comprehend.15 And very different and regularly changing 
immigration policies of most of the so far 28 EU states testify 
to the large differences of opinion as to how such an important 
question is to be answered. Yet any eventual consensus about, 
specifically, a harmonized EU social policy16 cannot avoid in-
cluding as an essential element not only a common EU policy 
on equitable access to health, education, employment, and to 
many other social dimensions of shared central concern, but 
also a common EU policy on immigration.17 Achieving such 
a consensus will necessarily involve continuing the protracted 
current debates among various stakeholders about what social, 
moral, and ethical principles should form the bases of such a 
unified EU social policy.18 Ultimately, many of those further de-
bates will come to focus on just how we may properly be said to 
know such principles.19 Given the nature of such issues, some 
philosophers should play a modest but continuing role in these 
debates.20

Sir Michael Dummett (1925-2011) argued cogently that 
the basic human rights of persons include the right to what 
he calls “first class citizenship.” “The truth within the principle 
of national self-determination,” he writes, “is that everyone has 
the right to live in a country in which he and others of a group 
to which he belongs are not persecuted, oppressed or discrimi-
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nated against, in which his religion, language, race and culture 
are not reviled or held up to contempt and in which he can ful-
ly identify himself with the state under whose sovereignty that 
country falls. Whether that holds good of where he is living de-
pends in part upon the conduct of that state, and in part on the 
behavior of its people: it is ultimately decided by whether that 
individual feels that he fully belongs. This may be called the 
right to be a first-class citizen.”21 But however applicable such 
a notion of first-class citizenship might be for those European 
immigrants seeking asylum, some critics of an eventual harmo-
nization of specifically EU immigration laws as a necessary ele-
ment in a common EU social policy would quickly retort. Their 
counter claim might be that this speculative notion of those 
said to be denied first-class citizenship does not apply to the 
majority of EU citizens immigrating to EU countries today on 
economic grounds only.22 Further considerations than merely a 
so-called “right” to first-class citizenship, they would insist, are 
surely in order.

Dummett himself went on to address a related question 
about general European immigration today. “[W]hat duties and 
what rights,” he asked, “does a state have towards individuals 
seeking to enter the land over which it rules?” And he contin-
ues, “The initial answer has to be that it must deal with them 
justly: it must give them their due.”23 That is, if immigrants 
have certain rights, some states have certain duties, and con-
versely. But, again, some critics might well reply that this asser-
tion, while not incorrect, remains too general. In another pas-
sage, however, Dummett offered a more particular version of his 
perhaps overly general claim. “To refuse help to others suffer-
ing from or threatened by injustice,” including those suffering 
from the economic injustices of what he describes as “savage 
inequalities of wealth and opportunity,” is, he claims, “to col-
laborate with that injustice, and so incur part of the responsi-
bility for it.”24 Others however may reasonably disagree on the 
grounds that making this claim is to move from strictly indi-
vidual to communal concerns, and that such a move, especially 
in this particular case, remains controversial.
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Dummett’s own position is clear. “[I]f an individual has a 
duty to give help to those in need when they ask him for it,” 
Dummett observes, “he also has a duty not to deny them the 
opportunity to ask. The same applies to states. They have an 
internationally recognized duty towards refugees: they therefore 
have a duty to do nothing to prevent refugees from reaching 
their borders.”25 Fine for refugees, someone might object, but 
what about economic immigrants?

Similarly, many EU parliamentarians today could argue 
effectively against such a position on at least three kinds of 
grounds. First, the determination of the precise relationships 
between natural rights and human rights still eludes profes-
sional consensus.26 Moreover, any consensus about what con-
stitutes the basic principles of distributive justice at the level 
of nation states remains elusive.27 Furthermore, the nature of 
the responsibilities of nation states with respect to international 
justice is unclear.28

Note that the underlying issue in these kinds of ongoing de-
bates today in the EU parliament about immigration is twofold. 
The first aspect of the actual immigration issue is whether some 
persons have a basic human right to immigrate to a place of 
their own choosing, whether that place be in Europe or else-
where. And the second aspect is whether at least all member 
states of the EU should recognize EU member states as having 
not just a legal but a moral obligation to honor that right even 
when the grounds for that assertion are economic only.

II. Collective Ethical Intuitions?
One of the most fundamental challenges here is to find the ap-
propriate verbal and conceptual resources for rearticulating less 
unsatisfactorily common ethical intuitions in EU societies about 
the principled bases of an eventually harmonized EU social poli-
cy in such ways as to achieve consensus more readily. But what 
might such “principled bases” look like? Consider briefly a list of 
intermediate moral and ethical intuitionist principles. Some re-
vised version of these kinds of middle-level principles (which de-
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rive from very general principles of moral rightness and ethical 
goodness, and from which in turn many subordinate principles 
can be derived) might well make up what we have so far been 
calling all too generally “principled bases for an eventual com-
mon European social policy.” By way of example only, here are 
ten rather particular “principled bases,” listed in no intended 
hierarchy.29

1. Prohibition of injury and harm. We should not injure or 
harm people [or member states].
2. Veracity. We should not lie.
3. Promissory fidelity. We should keep our promises.
4. Justice. We should not treat people unjustly and should con-
tribute to rectifying injustice and to preventing future injustice.
5. Reparation. We should make amends for our wrong-doing.
6. Beneficence. We should contribute to the good (roughly, the 
well-being) of other people [and member states].
7. Gratitude. We should express gratitude, in deed or at least 
in words of thanks, in a way that befits good things done for us 
by other people [and member states], where, other things being 
equal, our obligation is stronger if what was done for us was 
not owed to us.
8. Self-improvement. We should develop or at least sustain our 
distinctively human capacities [both as individual persons and 
as communities].
9. Enhancement and preservation of freedom. We should con-
tribute to increasing or at least preserving the freedom of per-
sons [and communities], giving priority to removing restraints 
over enhancing opportunities.
10. Respectfulness. We should, in the manner of our relations 
with other people [and member states], treat them respectfully.

Suppose we agree that an eventual common EU social policy 
must have principled bases something like the above. Then reach-
ing political consensus about such principled bases requires clar-
ity about just how one may properly come to know such prin-
cipled bases. One common and generally understandable source 
of such knowledge is moral and ethical intuition. Nonetheless, 
serious disagreements arise about just what such intuitions are 
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and about their different degrees. Moreover, even with some clar-
ity on these issues already on hand, at least in some ongoing 
work in contemporary moral epistemology, reaching an eventual 
political consensus on principled bases deriving from moral and 
ethical intuitions alone remains both very difficult and yet quite 
urgent.30

Among the key factors that make this difficult task urgent 
are the rapidly accelerating levels and different degrees of indi-
vidual and social suffering in the EU.31 For since the middle of 
the 1980’s, many EU countries have already showed continuing 
increases in social inequalities in comparison with other states 
in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD).32 What makes this task so challenging is the simple 
fact that no such harmonized social policy is possible33 without 
achieving some not just philosophical agreement about the moral 
and ethical values that must lie at the basis of such policies, but 
effective political consensus as well.34

In short, the European Union faces many difficult challenges 
in the present tumultuous international geopolitical, economic, 
and social conjuncture. One of these challenges is forging a com-
mon EU immigration policy. And one of the EU’s tasks today is 
constructing a common EU social policy for all persons living in 
the member states now and in the future that would include not 
just immigration policy, but other social issues as well, such as 
employment, health, poverty, and so on.35 

III. EU Immigration and Human Rights
Concerning the human rights of immigrant children in general, 
recall first the United Nations formulations. On 20 November 
1989, the United Nations adopted the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child in the General Assembly Resolution 44/25. 
The Convention included no fewer than fifty-four Articles. De-
spite persisting differences in the judicial treatment of children, 
the Convention nonetheless reinforced the widespread convic-
tion in Europe and elsewhere that proper protection and pro-
motion of children’s freedoms and rights require regular exter-
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nal intervention. Such protection and promotion could not be 
left entirely to the quite limited autonomy, if any, of the chil-
dren themselves. Now, more than twenty years later, although 
much progress has been accomplished, very much remains to 
be done.36

The Convention covers both the material and the non-mate-
rial well-being of children. It calls upon member states to pro-
vide children with a decent standard of living, education, health 
and housing. And it also calls upon them to pay special atten-
tion to disadvantaged and disabled children. Among a number 
of other common views concerning important matters, the Con-
vention holds, for example, that “the states party to this conven-
tion take appropriate measures so that a child, who seeks to 
obtain the status of refugee or who is considered as a refugee in 
virtue of the rules and procedures of applicable international or 
national laws, whether the child is accompanied by parents or 
is unaccompanied altogether, benefits from the protection and 
the humanitarian assistance desired so as to allow him or her to 
enjoy the rights that the present Convention and other interna-
tional instruments relative to human rights or of a humanitar-
ian character to which the said states are parties recognize.”37 It 
also holds that states should, in case of need, provide material 
assistance and support programs, particularly with regard to 
nutrition, clothing and housing.38

If these are examples of the prescriptions of the United Na-
tions Convention, what is the present status of the EU coun-
tries’ ongoing applications of these formulations? Despite the 
adoption of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
the Child, many EU states still do not necessarily provide for 
the effective guarantee of these rights. That is, although many 
EU states have indeed approved the UN Convention in affixing 
their signatures, almost as many have failed so far to imple-
ment the Convention fully. For example, increasing restrictions 
in France on the reunification of children with their parents and 
other family members do not appear to be in conformity with 
the relevant articles of the Convention. Moreover, very recent 
changes in French immigration laws have drastically reduced 
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the  number of children eligible for legal entry into France on the 
grounds of family reunification. And yet, many children urgently 
requiring proper health care in France are illegal “residents,” if 
that is the correct administrative term for many chronically sick 
street children sleeping every night around the Gare du Nord. 
Still more, these new laws also include a number of measures 
that increase the ease with which poor immigrant children who 
are in France illegally may be expelled, with or without their 
parents. All of these restrictions have a major impact on the 
health of children and on their supposedly guaranteed access to 
proper health services in full conformity with the 1989 Conven-
tion, to which France is a signatory nation. 

The continuing incapacities of the United Nations and other 
international organizations have demonstrated repeatedly that 
achieving even partial consensus in ethical matters is extremely 
difficult. For, among other things, our common moral and ethi-
cal intuitions about the nature of these values all too often differ 
appreciably. With respect to children’s human rights in the EU, 
leaders meeting at Laeken in Belgium in 2001 elaborated a first 
set of eighteen “indicators” of social performance. They designed 
these indicators to serve the EU member countries in their new 
attempts to develop so-called “multi-faceted approaches” to re-
solving deeply entrenched and quite serious persistent social 
problems. Child immigration is one such problem. This initial 
work drew on a substantial body of social science research over 
the previous generation of scholarship. Subsequently, various ex-
pert commissions carefully reconsidered and redefined the nature 
of the initial indicators. And these commissions have successively 
reformulated, multiplied, and substantially improved the indica-
tors in many ways.

Subsequent European Council (EC) meetings confirmed 
the basic importance of the “Laeken indicators” for construct-
ing an effective EU social inclusion policy.39 These concerns for 
basing eventual common policies on reliable indicators became 
more urgent with the complications affecting European social 
policies that derived from the rapid expansion of the EU, as 
well as with the worldwide financial and economic crisis begin-
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ning in the United States with the collapse of the huge Lehman 
Brothers New York investment bank in September 2008. A gen-
eral concern emerged for developing child-focused indicators.

The evolving contexts for further meetings of the EC40 have 
included the effects of globalization on the growing awareness 
for the necessity of concerted action among countries to solve 
certain transnational problems, the United Nations increasing 
difficulties to realize its September 2000 Millennium Develop-
ment Goals, and the necessities for the EU to review the role 
specifically of the social dimension in the course of preparing its 
revised Lisbon Strategy, which heads of government and the EC 
of the EU had first adopted in Lisbon in March 2000.41

Given, however, all the political, social, and economic dimen-
sions involved in properly designing a proper and common EU 
social policy that would incorporate specific concerns for safe-
guarding immigrant children’s human rights, exactly to what 
extent should such concerns involve any reflections on relations 
between some twentieth-century European cultural works and 
some twenty-first century European social problems, between 
art then and life now?

IV. Ethical Situations and Intuitions
Many genuine and important connections between art and life 
seem evident yet deeply puzzling. That is, both reasonably eval-
uating one’s appreciative understandings of what some literary 
works of art may represent on the one hand, and, on the other, 
rationally making use of such representations in leading one’s 
everyday life more satisfactorily — in more completely doing 
what is right and good — remains problematic. Work in social 
and cultural history continues to show how some literary rep-
resentations — for example, representations of several Victorian 
fictional models for what counts as leading an exemplary young 
woman’s life — indeed connect strongly with some Victorian 
young women actually having relied on such fictional models 
for leading their exemplary lives. Yet specifying just what kinds 
of sense and significance thoughtful readers may properly come 
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to see in fictional representations of particular literary states of 
affairs, and then to act on, remains elusive.42

Perhaps someone may indeed act rationally in choosing to 
imitate, in her own life, some of the admirable moral ideas and 
ethical ideals she has intuited in the actions of certain fictional 
characters on exhibit in some novels, poems, and plays. Today, 
we would probably also have to add: on exhibit in some popular 
songs and, especially, in films. But is it also reasonable for her 
to believe that what she has seen as morally and ethically exem-
plary in these fictional representations is indeed objectively the 
case?43 This kind of question arises in acute form when what is 
at issue is dealing rationally and reasonably with different types 
of avoidable personal suffering, as, for example, in many cases of 
immigrant children in the EU today. For here, perhaps more than 
anywhere else, our grasp of what is at stake for us as persons in 
such, perhaps, vicarious human suffering is necessarily under-
mined by our unreliable individual and communal capacities to 
act on such apprehensions — our fragility, our vulnerability, our 
absences, our uncertainties — in a word, our contingency.44

Much of the twentieth-century’s distinctive European high 
modernist poetry of suffering and passage, what I have called 
the poetry of “a negative sublime”45 — think of some of the work 
of Celan, Mandelstam, Milosz, or, earlier, of Rilke, Akhmatova, 
Montale — present thoughtful readers with a deeply medita-
tive evocation of the almost unbearable burdens even today of 
recent European history. More simply, this work presents its 
persistent readers with poetic and, hence, essentially verbal ar-
ticulations of what we might call generally a particular kind of 
moral state of affairs, one that specifically insists on a personal 
response on the part of its readers.

But what makes a state of affairs moral? And just how, if at 
all, does the problem of child immigration in the EU today in-
volve not just economic, political, and social states of affairs, but 
moral and ethical ones as well? Generally, most persons already 
have a good idea of what makes an actual state of affairs moral. 
For, while perhaps not being able to define such situations, most 
persons can readily give examples of them — my seeing a child 
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falling into a river, your hearing a pregnant woman at the su-
permarket crying out for help, some situations on view in docu-
mentary films about still unmastered, but today still all too omi-
nously insistent, past evils.46 After reflection, what would seem 
to make such states of affairs moral is the presence of certain 
salient intrinsic and objective moral elements.47 Franz Brentano 
(1838-1917) — the teacher of both Kazimierz Twardowski (1866-
1938), who was the founder of the Lvov-Warsaw school of Polish 
analytical philosophy, and of Roman Ingarden (1893-1970), the 
founder of Polish realist phenomenology — termed such moral ob-
jective and intrinsic moral elements “moral substances.”48 When 
taken generally and not just in its technical Aristotelian senses, 
such talk of moral substance here may prove helpful.49

But how do we grasp what it is that makes such states of 
affairs moral? Some moral philosophers have argued that we 
grasp such moral substances, such objective intrinsic moral 
values, by directly and immediately intuiting them. Insight, 
as it were, enables persons to “see into” such states of affairs 
and, as it were, see their moral substance. This already partly-
classical view (Brentano was both a distinguished Aristotelian 
scholar as well as a major figure in phenomenological psychol-
ogy and ethics50) derives today mainly from eighteenth-centu-
ry British work, especially by Francis Hutcheson (1694-1746), 
Adam Smith (1723-1790), and David Hume (1711-1776), on the 
so-called “moral sense.”51 According to the moral sense view, 
thanks to an inner capacity,52 some persons usually come to 
admire and then to judge certain states of affairs as virtuous 
and morally good, and to despise and then to judge certain oth-
er states of affairs as vicious and morally bad. That is, most 
persons have the capacity to feel some things to be good or bad, 
whether the feeling be well-founded or not, rather than just to 
reason to a conclusion that these things are indeed good or bad.

Note that, in any particular case, the feelings of such a mor-
al sense are well-founded when they arise from so-called “disin-
terested” reflections on the morally good or morally bad tenden-
cies of things. And note, too, that the moral “sense” is not to be 
understood as analogous to any physical sense, like the sense 
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of vision or the sense of hearing, that delivers particular sensa-
tions. Rather the moral “sense” is said to be like, say, a sense of 
propriety or a sense of tact that results, not in particular sensa-
tions, but in particular attitudes that accommodate formulation 
as propositions.53

Not all moral states of affairs are like the examples we have 
just adduced. For some moral states of affairs, while genuinely 
incorporating objective intrinsic moral values, require no partic-
ular response on the part of those persons who are said actually 
to intuit these values. I recognize and respect the value of the 
life of a child anywhere without that value necessarily always 
imposing itself on me in a special way, as it does in the case 
of a child falling into a river and in just such a way as requir-
ing of me an immediate response on my part to safeguard that 
value. So how does a person determine just when a moral state 
of affairs requires such an immediate response? Some would 
reply: by properly describing and then elucidating the situation 
at issue. These descriptions and elucidations can be direct and 
contemporaneous, or they may be indirect and after the fact. 
Distinguishing these different cases briefly proves useful.

In the case, let us say, of my neighbor’s child, Rachel, falling 
from her tricycle on the grassy path into the Vistula streaked 
with light at sundown, I may call out immediately for help, say, 
to a policeman standing nearby. I cry out “Help! Save the child 
who just fell into the river!” And the policeman jumps into the 
river and tries to save the child from drowning. That is, I don’t 
just wordlessly gesticulate towards the drowning child: I de-
scribe the situation verbally — a child has just fallen into the riv-
er. And I don’t just exclaim “Help!” I also elucidate the situation 
verbally — I call out to the policeman in such a way as to imply 
clearly that a child will lose its life unnecessarily by drowning if 
no one tries to rescue the child and preserve her life. And so on. 
This is the contemporaneous and direct case.

Perhaps the policeman in fact succeeds in saving Rachel’s 
life. Back at home after the dramatic event, let us now say that 
I try to explain to myself why I believed that the policeman was 
the one to attempt that rescue rather than me. I write down my 
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confused thoughts. I describe the situation as plainly, as com-
pletely, and as best as I can remember it. I spell out clearly what 
seemed so pressing in the situation. I distinctly separate my 
reaction from that of the policeman. Moreover, besides describ-
ing the situation distinctly, clearly, and plainly, I try to elucidate 
just what intrinsic and objective aspects of the child’s situation 
seemed to impose themselves on me as requiring an immedi-
ate response, such that I would have imperatively felt obliged 
to jump in after the child myself if no policeman had been on 
hand. And so on. This is the indirect and after the fact case.54

In each case, we have to do with intuitions. That is, deter-
mining just which situations are genuine instances of moral 
and ethical situations entailing an immediate response depends 
very often on how we understand ethical intuitions. What then 
are ethical intuitions? In general, the notion of “intuition” is dif-
ficult to specify. Dictionaries do not help enough. For example, 
the latest Oxford Dictionary of English definition of intuition un-
helpfully appeals to “instinct” and to the unclear distinction be-
tween the “conscious” and the unconscious: “intuition,” the dic-
tionary says confusedly, is “the ability to understand something 
instinctively, without the need for conscious reasoning.”55

Evidently, intuition is more than one thing. Today, many 
psychologists understand intuition generally as a capacity for 
“arriving at [reliable] decisions or conclusions without explicit 
or conscious processes of reasoned thinking.”56 For most phi-
losophers now writing in English, intuition is understood more 
particularly as “an alleged direct relation, analogous to visual 
seeing, between the mind and something abstract and so not 
accessible to the senses.”57 In particular, most moral philoso-
phers now writing in English take ethical intuition as the direct 
awareness of basic moral truths expressed in propositions aris-
ing from judgments, whose contents are unlike any empirical 
or other kind of judgment, and which are objectively true or 
false.58 Such general views, however, require close critical scru-
tiny, for each turns out, on examination, to be problematic.

Some rather recent philosophical work, however, has taken 
up freshly many of the traditional problems affecting different 
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philosophical notions of moral intuitionism. A good sense of this 
recent work on moral intuitionism emerges from such represen-
tative summary remarks as the following: “Moral intuition has 
an authority of its own; but it can be refined, and must some-
times be corrected, by theoretical reflection. Intuition must also 
respond both to the pressure of obligation [i.e., what I suggest 
we call “moral intuitionism”] and to the incentive of ideals [i.e., 
what I suggest we call “ethical intuitionism”].59

Our central interest here lies in underlining the distinction 
of moral and ethical intuitions as “just seeing” moral obligations 
and ethical values, and such intuitions as also requiring “cor-
rective reflection.”60 Perhaps these brief remarks on both moral 
situations and ethical intuitions may help clarify sufficiently for 
now just what we are talking about when we suggest retrieving 
from the twentieth-century European high modernist poetry of 
suffering and passage conceptual resources for rearticulating 
some of the most basic insights that must eventually inform any 
principled consensus about a common EU social policy. But re-
turn now to child immigration in the EU.61

V. Rearticulating Philosophical Intuitions
“Our obligations require us to reach certain destinations on life’s 
journey,” one contemporary moral philosopher has written re-
cently, “and they prohibit others; our ideals call us to take harder 
paths and to go further than we must. Along the way, the man-
ner of our actions — their style, their timing, their sensitivity to 
others — is also governed by obligations and ideals that reflect 
the value of persons. A sound moral theory integrates these two 
kinds of normative sources, the obligatory and the ideal. It guides 
moral judgment, it stimulates moral imagination, and it clarifies 
the values that we seek to fulfil. In these and other ways, it can 
help us to achieve the good in doing the right.”62

These philosophical reflections are thoughtful. At the same 
time, understanding such reflections implies knowledge of cer-
tain philosophical backgrounds that most ordinary Europe-
ans completely lack. For example, the distinction here between 
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moral obligations and ethical ideals may prove quite helpful for 
moving thoughtful discussion towards consensus about the 
rights and responsibilities of EU countries with respect to EU 
child immigration. 

But understanding satisfactorily the pertinence of such a 
distinction relies on properly grasping the uses of such elusive 
philosophical concepts here as “moral judgment,” “moral imagi-
nation,” moral and ethical values, “the person,” “the right,” and 
“the good.” Yet without properly grasping such matters, how are 
EU parliamentarians to resolve their disagreements about just 
what should constitute an objectively principled basis for a com-
mon EU immigration policy? And for most EU parliamentarians, 
to arrive at such an understanding is practically impossible.

Now recall some of the central lines from one of the twen-
tieth-century European high modernist poetic masterpieces, a 
work of great conceptual and linguistic accomplishment about 
many things including moral, ethical, and indeed spiritual val-
ues. In 1944, with the outcome of a world war still uncertain 
and the falling V-2 bombs driving strangers into forced intimacy 
in the subways and air raid shelters of London, the failed po-
etic dramatist, volunteer fire watcher, and church warden,  
T. S. Eliot, published, Four Quartets.63 Eliot begins his long poem 
with a garden scene, a scene that indirectly evokes for most ordi-
nary readers the Garden of Paradise. Earlier, Eliot had begun his 
modernist masterpiece, The Waste Land, with representations of 
the memory of a girl in a garden of hyacinths, “the hyacinth girl.” 
Then, the poem’s speaker averred, “ . . . I knew nothing, / Look-
ing into the heart of light, the silence.” Now, Eliot begins his Four 
Quartets with the representation of a rose garden, whose door 
was never opened. And the speaker once again, as in The Waste 
Land, although in a very different sense, talks of knowing noth-
ing, more exactly, of not knowing at all.

Footfalls echo in the memory
Down the passage which we did not take
Towards the door we never opened
Into the rose-garden. My words echo
Thus, in your mind.
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But to what purpose
Disturbing the dust on a bowl of rose-leaves
I do not know.64

Now, we may notice the thoughtful character of these po-
etic and not just philosophical reflections. Unlike, however, the 
difficulties above with the philosophical reflection about moral 
ideas and ethical ideals that derive from quite technical and 
professional contexts, thoughtful readers here seem to be al-
most immediately at home with these less technical uses of lan-
guage. Far from requiring a small library of books in contempo-
rary moral philosophy for their understanding, ordinary readers 
and listeners would seem to find the language and notions here 
somehow profoundly familiar — “My words,” the poet says, “echo 
thus in your memory.”

Understanding satisfactorily such poetic expressions, of 
course, may well require further discussion — exactly what is 
the “purpose” the poet says that we are struggling to achieve? 
But were that purpose to include articulating the principled 
bases of a common EU immigration policy, then moving such 
discussion towards eventual consensus would seem much less 
problematic than in the former case. For here, such deeply reso-
nant expressions as “the passage we did not take,” “the door we 
never opened,” “to what purpose,” and especially the concluding 
phrase “I do not know,” are but minor instances of so much of 
the ethically and spiritually charged diction and concepts that so 
many are already antecedently familiar with. Unlike the strictly 
philosophical expression, these more familiar expressions, how-
ever vague, require no determinate definitions, while being full 
of suggestiveness for conceptual innovation.65 These definitions, 
with their necessary and sufficient conditions, we cannot do 
without in the social sciences. But experience demonstrates that 
often, with just such essential indeterminacies, even our most 
contentious EU parliamentarians can arrive at appropriate con-
sensus about many of the most substantial of matters, like the 
principled bases for a common EU immigration policy.

I would like to conclude here with perhaps a more persua-
sive example of the speculative suggestion throughout this pre-
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sentation. That suggestion has been that some central instances 
of European culture may provide still overlooked conceptual and 
linguistic resources for rearticulating several major problems in 
European societies today in just such ways as to incorporate, 
rather than to exclude, the authentically spiritual dimensions of 
how things actually are.

envOi: dealing Justly

Here, once again, then, is one of the stringent philosophical re-
flections of Michael Dummett on immigration. “[W]hat duties and 
what rights does a state have towards individuals seeking to 
enter the land over which it rules? The initial answer has to be 
that it must deal with them justly: it must give them their due. 
. . . To refuse help to others suffering from or threatened by in-
justice is to collaborate with that injustice, and so incur part of 
the responsibility for it.”

Dummett was surely right. EU citizens today, including EU 
parliamentarians, have a moral, ethical, and, indeed, spiritual 
obligation and responsibility to help others, including European 
child immigrants, such as Roma children from Romania and 
elsewhere in the EU. But granted that responsibility, just what 
are the uses of language and the range of concepts that might 
allow such culturally diverse EU politicians to reach effective 
consensus about principled common policies for helping at least 
those children?

Consider just one of the many texts we might recommend 
to their studious attention. And do not leave unnoticed the lin-
guistic and conceptual resources of its deliberately open-ended 
notions and finally indeterminate descriptions. In October 1961, 
the German poet of Polish and Lithuanian ancestry, Johannes 
Bobrowski, composed his “Latvian Autumn.” His poem, how-
ever, is not so much a poem but something much more indefi-
nite — call it here “a piece,” like a piece of burned and broken 
masonry. Bobrowski’s piece is among the distinctive twentieth-
century poems of suffering and passage that still resonate in 
the deeply troubled new century that now constitutes our own 
specifically European times.
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More than ten years after his release in 1955 as one of the 
last-surviving German prisoners of war, still working forced la-
bor in the Soviet coal mines of the Donets Basin in the deep-
ly troubled Ukraine — and not far from what was then the 
Voronezh Front and the destruction of Operation Citadel at the 
Battle of Kursk that Osip Mandelstam unforgettably memoral-
ized in his Voronezh poems — and less than four years from his 
premature death at the age of forty-eight in an East Berlin hos-
pital — far from the shifting polyglot borders of his childhood 
and the classical and musical Baroque splendors of his youth 
amid the pre-war Koenigsberg cityscapes of Kant and Herder — , 
the poet, whose several works commemorate the sufferings of 
the eponymous Slavic peoples and settlements of the ancient 
region of Sarmatia between the Vistula and the Memel along the 
sandy, pine-streaked Baltic littoral, at last completed his still 
profoundly unsettling poem, “Latvian Autumn.” The second part 
of his poem in one of its several English translations reads:

When the river is not awake any more,
the cloud above it, voices
of the birds, calls:
We shall not come any more — 

Then I’ll kindle your light,
that I cannot see, my hands
I shall lay over it, close
to the flame, that stayed
upright reddened by so much night
(like the castle that came down
over the slope, in ruins,
like a winged snake
of light through the river, like the hair
of the Jewish child)
and did not burn me.66

Now even when we consider this piece as a whole, and even 
after many contextual readings against the complex back-
grounds of Bobrowski’s work and times, to which I have but 
alluded above, much here remains deeply evocative and pro-
foundly enigmatic. What may perhaps be most important here 
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is the faint but real hope this masterpiece of European culture 
offers us of arriving at a fuller understanding of the meaning 
of the immensity of human suffering in the midst of, and in 
the terrible aftermaths of, what has been memorably called “the 
European civil wars,”67 the wars that lie behind so much of to-
day’s continuing movements of people across Europe, a move-
ment only partially to be understood in the truly impoverished 
political term of “immigration.” 

What seems promising is the hope of apprehending what 
has been at stake in the European twentieth-century, the blood-
iest of centuries, and from now on in our new century being 
able to act accordingly. What is profoundly enigmatic is how we 
Europeans today might find another kind of liberation in break-
ing through to the fuller significance of such a vastness of evil 
that brought such suffering about and continues to do so with-
out letting ourselves be opened out onto the spiritual dimension 
of how things truly are.

In the case of Johannes Bobrowski’s poem, what are the ap-
propriate uses of language for articulating such basic yet ob-
scure moral and ethical matters apparently on view in this piece 
as the hazards of history, the indifference of nature, and the 
ineffaceable traces still among us of monstrous evils? Can such 
matters always be put plainly, clearly and distinctly? Can what 
is at stake in such matters always be put literally? Or, to cap-
ture what is essential in such matters, must we at times ex-
plore the insistent suggestiveness of our most persistent ethical 
intuitions with all the non-literal and the figurative resources 
of language as well? Central to argued yet meditative attempts 
to construe instances of the twentieth-century’s distinctive 
poetry of suffering in such varied work as that of Yeats and 
Eliot, Valéry and Saint-John Perse, Rilke, Machado and Lorca, 
Mandelstam and Akhmatova, Ritsos and Montale, Celan and 
Milosz, Herbert and, as here, Bobrowski, is a basic ethical intu-
ition. The ambiguous “subject” of pieces like these — what such 
pieces are about — is “a negative sublime,” the still unthinkable 
immensities of suffering and of the overwhelming vastness of 
the forces that continue to wreak such suffering. Not improperly 
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“apprehending” such subjects — rightly fearing them but rightly 
grasping them nonetheless — would appear to require refashion-
ing central connections between acting rightly and some basic 
construals of moral discourse, moral knowledge, and moral mo-
tivation. In particular, such connections would seem to require 
rethinking just what could even count in places like Europe and 
in times like ours for fashioning a rightly principled common 
way of doing justice, of rendering their due, to the so many dis-
placed and wandering immigrants, like Rachel’s children now 
so challengingly among us once again.
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